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Abstract

Wireless traffic will significantly increase in
next-generation networks. Therefore, there is a
need for novel optical network front-/mid-/backhaul (x-haul) architectures that can deliver ultrahigh bandwidth and ultra-low-latency services to
wireless and edge cloud systems, as well as support
various cloud radio access network (C-RAN) architectures. Designing and evaluating such architectures requires large-scale experimental platforms. In
this article, we present the design and implementation of a unique, remotely accessible, disaggregated, and programmable optical network as the
key component of the city-scale PAWR COSMOS
advanced wireless testbed. We discuss the design
and implementation of a dedicated multi-functional
Ryu software-defined networking (SDN) controller for the testbed’s optical network wavelength
channel assignment and topology reconfiguration.
We present an example use of the SDN controller for monitoring and automated measurement
of the wavelength-dependent amplifier gain in
deployed reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexer (ROADM) units. We also demonstrate a
pilot experiment focusing on a wireless handover
scheme for C-RAN architectures in the COSMOS
testbed, where high traffic volume can be supported by dynamic wavelength allocation via optical switching in the fronthaul. The field-deployed
testbed and SDN controller can be used by the
research community to push the envelope in the
area of optical networks for beyond 5G and 6G.

Introduction

The design of beyond 5G and 6G mobile networks
is driven by rapidly growing wireless traffic stemming from diverse services and applications, such
as the Internet of Things, connected vehicles, and
virtual reality. Many of these applications require
ultra-high bandwidth and ultra-low latency not only
in the wireless access, but also throughout the
optical front-/mid-/backhaul (x-haul) network connecting to the (edge) cloud. This will result in significantly increased bandwidth requirements from
the underlying optical x-haul networks and motivates tight integration of the wireless, optical, and
computing infrastructure [1]. Specifically, core and
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metro networks, scalable to large size and capacity, rely on amplified reconfigurable optical add/
drop multiplexer (ROADM) transmission systems,
which suffer from complex engineering and slow
(i.e., minutes) reconfiguration times. Point-to-point
and passive optical network (PON) systems used in
access networks are highly adaptive, but limited in
size and capacity. Thus, there is a growing need to
extend the capabilities of these existing systems and
develop new technologies to better address the
challenges posed by emerging wireless networks.
Figure 1 shows an example of a cloud radio
access network (C-RAN) architecture, where substantial baseband processing tasks can be offloaded to powerful edge cloud or computing clusters
via the fronthaul. In particular, distributed units
(DUs) and centralized units (CUs) in 5G C-RANs
will be placed in centralized locations (e.g., the
edge cloud) to allow sharing of computing resources among densely deployed radio units (RUs). In
addition, radio over fiber (RoF) between the RU
and DU/CU will require significant optical bandwidth (e.g., a 10 Gb/s wireless link will require over
150 Gb/s capacity in the optical fronthaul [2]). This
calls for new types of optical networks, such as
time slotted optical switching networks, for efficient
resource allocation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, optical
space switching supporting fiber and wavelength
switching are two key switching modalities under
investigation in a wide range of architectures [3].
These technologies allow for novel multi-dimensional optical transport systems, in which wavelengths with high capacities can be provisioned
and dynamically allocated to satisfy the different
bandwidth and computing requirements of the
RUs. In addition to evaluating the performance of
different optical architecture, studying the trade-offs
related to integration of wireless and optical systems and to data processing locations is essential.
As optical networks are used in new applications such as 5G C-RAN (Fig. 1) and built out into
larger, more complex topologies, the number of
wavelengths and switch dimensions will continue to increase, placing greater demands on the
control plane and its scalability. Monitoring and
orchestration of such optical and wireless networks
can benefit from the use of software-defined net-
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FIGURE 1. Future converged optical-wireless front-/mid-/backhaul (x-haul) networks, where a reconfigurable

optical network managed by an SDN controller can support a variety of C-RAN architectures. An example scenario is the WDM/PON C-RAN, where dynamic capacities can be provisioned and allocated to
each link depending on the bandwidth and latency requirements.

working (SDN) as a control platform. SDN enables
network programmability through logically centralized control, decouples the control plane from the
data plane, and abstracts the applications from the
hardware [4]. It can largely reduce the complexity
of cross-layer, heterogeneous technology systems
and provide common map abstraction of network resources in disaggregated systems. The use
of machine learning (ML) to improve SDN-based
network control also calls for collecting detailed
datasets of the key system attributes and functions.
There has been extensive related work on optical networks for wireless and SDN, both theoretical and experimental. While much can be done in
small-scale platforms and in lab settings, the optical transmission impairments and their interactions
with the control plane require systems of sufficient
scale to manifest. Thus, there is a need for experimental city-scale platforms that can enable research
on the integration of optical components with new
software paradigms (e.g., SDN and network function virtualization [NFV]) and on interworking in real
time with heterogeneous wireless and edge computing resources. Such platforms will be beneficial
for experimental investigation of novel optical network architectures that can deliver scalable capacity through methods such as amplified rapid optical
switching and routing in service to wireless and
edge cloud systems, orchestrated by cross-layered
and cross-technology SDN-based control planes.
In this article, we present the design and
deployment of a field-deployed, remotely accessible, disaggregated and programmable optical-wireless network research platform as part of
the city-scale PAWR COSMOS advanced wireless testbed [5], which is being deployed in West
Harlem, New York City. Open application programming interfaces (APIs) and programmability
across all technology components and protocol
layers in COSMOS enable researchers to remotely access the testbed and use it to explore beyond
5G/6G technologies in a real-world environment,
including but not limited to edge processing of
millimeter-wave baseband signals and analog RoF
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communications. We focus on the metropolitan
dark fiber-based programmable optical x-haul network as a key infrastructure element of COSMOS,
which allows physical layer research throughout
the city deployment. Then we present the design
and implementation of a dedicated multi-functional Ryu SDN controller for dynamic management of COSMOS’ optical network. Important
functionalities such as dynamic wavelength channel assignment, network topology reconfiguration, and network monitoring can support a wide
range of experiments directly in the optical layer
and across higher networking layers.
Finally, we present an example application of
the developed SDN controller for monitoring and
measurements of the ROADM Erbium-doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA) gains, where EDFA gain spectrum
data with different channel configurations, collected from deployed equipment in an efficient manner, can be used for ML algorithms. To validate
and evaluate the design of COSMOS’ optical network and its integration with other testbed components such as software-defined radios (SDRs), we
present a pilot experiment focusing on the C-RAN
architecture shown in Fig. 1. Particularly, we design
and implement a wireless handover (HO) scheme
where high traffic volume can be supported by
dynamic wavelength allocation via optical switching. In addition, there have been other optical measurements and experiments conducted by testbed
users such as that described in [6].
We note that there are few large-scale testbeds for exploration of next-generation network
technologies and architectures (e.g., see [3, Section 2, references therein]. For example, Bristol
Is Open is a programmable testbed deployed in
Bristol, United Kingdom, as a research platform
for smart city development, wireless network connectivity, and cloud computing, including optical
x-haul elements. The COSMOS network expands
on this approach using fully experimental grade
physical layer optical and wireless hardware
throughout. The ADRENALINE testbed is a circuit-switched laboratory optical testbed designed
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FIGURE 2. Left: COSMOS’ envisioned deployment area of  1 mi2 in West Harlem, NYC, with deployed and planned dark fiber network,

which includes dark fiber between Columbia University and 32 Avenue of the Americas (32 AoA), the City College of New York
(CCNY), the Silicon Harlem Gigabit Center, NJ Edge, and COSM-IC; right: the deployment sites of infrastructure radio nodes with different form factors, and the dark fiber interconnections across different sites. The optical switching core of COSMOS, represented by
the grey cube, is located in the Computing Research Facilities (CRF) at Columbia University’s Computer Science building.
for experimental research on large-scale optical
transport networks and distributed edge computing. Generally, these testbeds are limited in
the scale and research capability of the optical
networks that are connected to the wireless and
data infrastructure. Optical testbeds usually surrender research capability as they are integrated
with more wireless and data equipment in realworld environments. The availability of dark fiber
in NYC and recent advances in disaggregated
optical components have enabled COSMOS to
provide advanced research capability in the realworld environment with similar research-capable
radio and edge cloud computing at scale.

The PAWR COSMOS Testbed

COSMOS [5] is a city-scale programmable testbed designed and being deployed to facilitate
research and experimentation with advanced
wireless and optical technologies in real-world
scenarios. Figure 2 shows the full planned deployment, in which a metro dark fiber network and
radio nodes (at sub-6 GHz/millimeter-wave frequencies) will be deployed in a dense urban
area of 1 mi2 in the Harlem neighborhood of
Manhattan, in partnership with the NYC CTO,
City College of New York (CCNY), Silicon Harlem, and the local community. The envisioned
deployment includes 9 large nodes (macrocellular
base stations), installed on rooftops, 40 medium nodes (access points or small cells), installed
at street level (building side and lightpoles), and
200 small (near-portable) nodes, used as fixed
or mobile devices throughout the testbed.
A unique feature of COSMOS’ optical network
is the dark fiber network deployed throughout
Manhattan, which allows for various converged
optical-wireless experiments in a metropolitan
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setting. This dark fiber network, shown in Fig. 2,
includes the following.
Deployed:
• A dark fiber ring (14 m round-trip distance)
between the COSMOS optical switching
core, located in the computing research
facilities (CRF) at Columbia University, and
co-location site at 32 Avenue of the Americas (32 AoA)
• Dark fiber between the COSMOS optical
switching core and CCNY (1 mi)
• 100 Gb/s connections between 32 AoA and
NJ Edge.
Ongoing:
• Dark fiber between the COSMOS optical
switching core and the Silicon Harlem Gigabit Center (1.8 mi) at 2785 Frederick Douglass Blvd. in Central Harlem
• 100 Gb/s connections between 32 AoA and
international collaborative optical and edge
cloud testbed infrastructure (e.g., FABRIC in
the United States and CONNECT in Ireland)
as part of the ongoing NSF COSMOS Interconnecting Continents (COSM-IC) project.
Planned: Dark fiber between the COSMOS
optical switching core and the Columbia Manhattanville campus (1.1 mi).
COSMOS’ programmable optical transport network consists of mostly 100 Gb/s+ fiber and freespace optical (FSO) technology, and integrates
advanced optical switching technology based on
WDM switch fabrics and RoF interfaces to achieve
ultra-low-latency connections between different
sites and resources. The architecture design of
COSMOS’ optical network makes use of wavelength-routed switching and space switching in a
WDM network to provide two important capabilities: flexible experimentation and network topolo-
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FIGURE 3. a) The envisioned core optical switching architecture of the COSMOS testbed and the switching

architecture of a large node in the bottom inset; b)–c) the current deployment and configuration of
COSMOS’ optical network, where the main components in the optical layer include one Calient S320
central space switch (SS) and six Lumentum ROADM units.

gy reconfiguration of large numbers of radio and
computing resource connections, and multi-layered optical x-haul networking for experimentation
with novel optical devices, systems, architectures,
and SDN/NFV optical control planes.
Figure 3a shows the envisioned COSMOS core
optical switching architecture, where a Calient
S320 320  320 space switch (SS) forms the core
of COSMOS’ optical network in the Columbia CRF.
The central S320 SS is connected to smaller 16 
16 SSs at each of the large nodes. These SSs allow
for remote and automated re-fibering of connections and devices throughout the testbed. WDM
is provided by the Lumentum whitebox ROADM
units connected to the SSs. Other devices attached
to the S320 SS include splitters for PONs, top-ofrack (ToR) switches, test equipment, and experimental hardware. Using these capabilities, the fiber
pairs between any two devices (e.g., a radio node
and an edge server) can be configured for combinations of point-to-point, PON, and ROADM/
WDM networks. The ROADM units also support
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flexible grid assignments, where the channel start/
stop frequency can be set with minimum granularity of 6.25 GHz. A 96  50 GHz channel C-band
configuration is used as the default setting. A range
of different interfaces are available for use within the C-band. For DWDM applications, full band
tunable long reach DWDM 10 Gb/s on-off keying
(OOK) transceivers are available. Short reach fixed
and uncooled sources up to 100 Gb/s can be used
on dark fibers or with suitably wide channels configured in the ROADMs. Selected radio nodes will
also be equipped with analog RoF capabilities in
addition to the digital RoF used throughout.
The central S320 SS will have fiber connections to different sites, whose tentative locations
are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3c shows the current
optical network connections, the configuration
of the testbed, and the main components in the
optical layer. In particular, the S320 SS has connections to six ROADM units (each with two unidirectional EDFAs and WSSs), three ToR switches,
one large node, two medium nodes, several edge
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. a) COSMOS’ optical SDN controller: main components, functions, and operation modules; b)

two example optical ring topologies supported by the current COSMOS testbed deployment, using the
SDN controller, where the red and yellow paths represent the optical signal paths between large/medium nodes and servers on different wavelengths (l1 and l2).

servers, the co-location site at 32 AoA and CCNY,
as well as 12 fiber spools and other devices (e.g.,
comb source, optical splitters and attenuators,
and optical telemetry). A fully transparent x-haul
optical transport network can be configured
in the current setup using the SS and ROADM
units. Additional ROADM units are currently
under deployment, and 100/200 Gb/s coherent
PM-QPSK/PM-16QAM interfaces will be installed
in the near future.

SDN-Based Optical Control Plane
5

COSMOS’ optical network is composed of open
and whitebox components, allowing for complete
freedom in configuring and controlling the network. While COSMOS’ optical transport layer
will allow advanced users to install their own control and management software, we developed a
default SDN controller for managing the testbed’s
optical resources. Figure 4a shows the control
scheme and functional modules of COSMOS’
optical SDN controller, which is an enhanced version of the NTT Ryu controller presented in our
previous work [7]. Its main components include a
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northbound user application web server, a central
coordinated control core, a southbound device
control agent, and an SQL-based database. In
order to support dynamic and flexible network
configuration with ROADM units and SSs, the
SDN controller is integrated with multiple functional modules, such as a PostgreSQL database,
several southbound communication protocols,
and space switching control strategy.
Using the SDN controller, the SSs and ROADM
units can support reconfigurable optical x-haul
connections between wireless devices (e.g., radio
nodes) and servers (e.g., edge cloud) for the
top-layer user/application requests. In particular,
users can send various service requests to the SDN
controller including lightpath setup/teardown, optical wavelength channel status monitoring, optical
amplifier adjustments, and optical layer topology
reconfiguration. These requests are first handled
by the northbound web server gateway interface
(WSGI), which uses the HTTP protocol and JSON
data format for communication between the users
and the SDN controller. The service event control
and management system coordinates with the traffic engineering database (TED), network monitoring module, routing and wavelength assignment
(RWA) algorithm, and path computation element
to serve users’ requests with available network
resources. The southbound agent communicates
with the optical physical equipment via various protocols, such as NETCONF, OpenFlow, REST, Telnet, and TL1. Finally, the SDN controller generates
an operation result for each request service.
In the current configuration and setup of COSMOS’ optical network (Fig. 3c), two main optical
physical layer operations are handled by the SDN
controller: flexible traffic lightpath connection
operation and dynamic optical network topology reconfiguration. Accordingly, optical network
resources can be utilized easily to support various
optical x-haul and/or wireless experiments. Figure
4b shows two example optical network topologies.
A 6-Node Unidirectional ROADM Ring Network: Each ROADM unit is connected to another ROADM unit via unidirectional line ports with
additional fiber spools by connecting corresponding cross-connection ports of the S320 SS, and a
unidirectional pass-through link is established inside
each ROADM unit by connecting a drop port to
an add port. Two connections between large/medium nodes and servers support data transmission
using two different optical wavelengths. Asymmetric
round-trip transmission is applied in this unidirectional ring network where the send and receive paths
have different numbers of hops. This can be used
to maximize the number of hops and propagation
distances for transmission experiments.
A 3-Node Bidirectional ROADM Ring Network:
A high-degree ROADM node can be formed by
establishing two-way pass-through links between
multiple ROADM units via add/drop ports. In this
example, each 2-degree ROADM node is composed of two ROADM units. Line ports are used
to build duplex connections with additional fiber
spools between these colorless 2-degree ROADM
nodes. This full bidirectional ROADM ring is
formed by two opposite unidirectional rings, where
the connections between large/medium nodes
and servers have symmetric round-trip lightpaths
for signal transmission. Using high-degree ROADM
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Using the SDN controller, the SSs and ROADM units can support reconfigurable optical x-haul connections between wireless devices (e.g., radio nodes) and servers (e.g., edge cloud) for the top-layer user/
application requests.
nodes, more complex network topologies (e.g.,
star/mesh networks) can be configured in COSMOS’ optical layer.
Using the deployed Lumentum ROADM units,
dark fiber networks connecting different sites
including 32 AoA and CCNY with 14 mi and 1
mi distances, respectively (Fig. 2), and a spooled
fiber plant with 12 fiber spools (100 mi total distance), a large number of city-scale metropolitan
optical network topologies can be customized by
users for novel experiments. In addition, a wider
range of topologies can be realized by routing the
96 available wavelengths transparently between
various nodes in combination with the dark fiber
network and spooled fiber plant. More ROADM
units and fiber spools will be deployed in COSMOS in the near future. These networks can then
feed into or be extended to the RAN, creating a
rich experimental environment for x-haul networks
at city-scale.

Network Monitoring and Data Collection:
Amplifier Characterization

In transparent optical networks, optical signals
traverse through network nodes without optical-electrical-optical conversion, and therefore, it
is important to evaluate the quality of transmission (QoT) before an optical channel is provisioned for service. Since optical channels share
the same fiber strand, the add/drop operations
of optical wavelength channels can affect other
channels through effects such as cross-talk, fiber
nonlinearity, and channel power excursions. Due
to the complexity of these systems, the use of ML
algorithms for QoT estimation and functions (e.g.,
fault management) has recently gained extensive
attention [8, 9]. COSMOS’ optical network provides a unique opportunity to collect detailed data
for the development of such algorithms. In this
section, we present an example application of
COSMOS’ optical SDN controller for characterizing the ROADM EDFAs, whose gain spectrum
usually depends on the channel configuration and
input power. We develop methods and SDN control strategy for automatic EDFA gain spectrum
data collection from the optical layer. Such data
can be used to develop new optical channel provisioning and planning tools including QoT estimation and impairment-aware RWA.
In COSMOS’ optical network, each ROADM
unit has an internal optical channel monitor
(OCM) that captures wavelength spectrum information. The Ryu SDN controller communicates
with the OCM through the southbound interface
and retrieves all ROADM data via NETCONF/
YANG (Fig. 4a), including the EDFA monitoring
data, total input/output power, VOA setting, loss,
gain mode, gain value, and gain tilt. In particular,
when the SDN controller receives a monitoring
request for an ROADM unit, the retrieved data
from the OCM is converted into JSON data format and sent back to users through the north-
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FIGURE 5. Setups for booster and pre-amp EDFA gain spectrum measurements in a Lumentum ROADM unit: a) the booster EDFA

characterization; b) the pre-amp EDFA characterization; c) measured ROADM booster and pre-amp EDFA gain ripple spectrum
(DGain) with single/WDM channels and different gain settings.
bound WSGI API. Each ROADM unit has two
EDFA modules (Fig. 3c): a booster EDFA after
the MUX WSS, and a pre-amp EDFA before the
DEMUX WSS. Since the OCM does not have specific gain spectrum or power spectrum monitoring for the EDFA only, the wavelength-dependent
gain measurements of the two EDFA modules
require different data acquisition procedures. Figure 5a shows the booster EDFA gain spectrum
measurement setup, where the booster EDFA
in the middle ROADM is the target EDFA. The
channel input power spectrum is measured at the
MUX WSS module in the same ROADM, and the
channel output power spectrum is captured at
the next hop MUX WSS module. The transmission
loss in the SS can be retrieved by the SDN controller. Thus, the target booster EDFA gain spectrum can be calculated from the corresponding
measurements. Similarly, Fig. 5b shows the preamp EDFA gain spectrum measurement setup,
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where the channel output power spectrum of the
target pre-amp EDFA in the middle ROADM can
be directly measured using its internal DEMUX
WSS. However, the channel input power spectrum cannot be obtained either from its own
ROADM WSS OCM, since there is no OCM
module before the pre-amp EDFA, or from the
previous hop ROADM because the booster EDFA
output power is directly fed into the target preamp EDFA. Thus, the signals from the previous
hop are directly fed into an available MUX port
of the next-hop ROADM unit through an optical splitter, and the input power spectrum can
be retrieved using the MUX OCM of the next
ROADM unit with appropriate calibration.
We consider two measures for wavelength-dependent gain: single channel ripple and WDM ripple, where the single channel ripple is measured
as each channel is individually activated, and the
WDM ripple is recorded in a single measurement
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with all 96 channels on. We developed a customized script, including repeated SDN controller requests of traffic lightpath operations, space
switching operations, and received data recordings, which measures the wavelength-dependent
gain of both EDFA modules in COSMOS’ optical transport layer. Using this script, more than
8000 datasets corresponding to different operating conditions were generated for each EDFA
in the 6 ROADM units deployed in COSMOS
(Fig. 3c). Figure 5c presents both the single and
WDM channel gain ripple measurement results of
all 12 EDFAs operating at different gain levels. It
can be seen that the gain ripple depends not only
on the specific EDFA unit, but also on the gain
setting and channel loading configuration. These
measurements provide valuable datasets for the
development of ML algorithms [10] to improve
both component- and system-level performance
in optical networks, as well as for building realistic
hardware models for a digital twin of large-scale
optical networks [11]. Additional data will be
recorded as new ROADM units are deployed and
as new topologies are realized over the life of the
testbed, and all collected datasets will be made
publicly available to the community. Users can
also conduct a broader range of measurements
and experiments using COSMOS’ optical network
and SDN controller depending on their research
requirements.

Pilot Experiment: C-RAN
Wireless Handover Using Optical Switching

In this section, we consider the application of
optical-switching-based wireless handover (HO)
between RUs connected to a mobile UE that
requires exceptionally large capacity with deterministic low latency, and propose a scheme of
dynamic capacity allocation of optical/wireless
links to support varying network bandwidth
requirements. An example application scenario is
shown in Figs. 1 and 6a, where vehicles move in
a dense urban area and passengers use high data
rate applications (e.g., real-time multi-view vehicle
video analytics). When the UE is moving from the
coverage area of one RU to another, the capacity of the underlying optical fronthaul link needs
to be dynamically and seamlessly re-allocated.
To avoid provisioning high capacity throughout
the network, a channel on a dedicated wavelength can be optically switched from one link to
the other link using either the optical SSs or the
ROADM units. Using optical networks to facilitate
wireless HO has been investigated before (e.g.,
in [12]), and the proposed approaches are candidates for experimental evaluation in COSMOS.
In [13], we implemented and experimentally evaluated optical-switching-based wireless
HO in C-RANs using COSMOS’ optical and
radio resources together with the SDN controller, which is well suited for the study of such
multi-technology SDN control scenarios. In this
pilot experiment, SDN control was implemented
for the edge cloud including the DU/CU along
with the optical switching, and the HO decision
on optical switching from the source RU to the
target RU was made based on the wireless signal
power threshold. Figure 6b shows the signaling
flows of two considered HO modes:
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In this pilot experiment, SDN control was implemented for the edge cloud including the DU/CU along
with the optical switching, and the HO decision on optical switching from the source RU to the target
RU was made based on the wireless signal power threshold.
• Hard HO with non-zero downtime (“break
before make”): The SDN controller can
assign the UE a single wavelength that “follows” the UE from the source RU to the target RU. The switching consists of changing
the SS configuration, always keeping one
port connected to the link leading to the
edge cloud and changing ports to the link
leading to the RUs.
• Soft HO with zero downtime (“make before
break”): This uses at least two wavelengths
or independent fiber channels at the time
of HO, and the new connections from the
edge cloud to an RU are made before the
old connections are broken using additional
network resources.
Figure 6c shows the experimental setup involving two RUs located on two sides of the Columbia
CEPSR Building, each emulated using two USRP
N210 SDRs with one assigned a fixed capacity and
one assigned a dynamic capacity. The link with fixed
capacity between the RU and the edge cloud is
always live, whereas the link with dynamic capacity
between the RU and the edge cloud can be dynamically allocated via optical switching. For simplicity,
we consider only upstream traffic in this experiment,
which does not limit the validity of our observations.
All USRPs are connected to a Pica8 ToR switch via
1 Gb/s Ethernet, which has four bidirectional tunable C-Band 10 Gb/s transceivers connected to the
S320 SS located in the Columbia CRF. Specifically,
three ports are used for hard HO, and the fourth
port is required for soft HO. The S320 SS routes a
lightpath from the Pica8 ToR switch toward another
ToR switch that has a 25 Gb/s connection to edge
cloud servers. To avoid switching transients, we use
direct point-to-point WDM connections over the SS
as opposed to the ROADM units. Moreover, the
SS is used for switching due to its faster SDN controlled switching time. We implemented the edge
cloud functionalities including the SDN controller/
agent and remote I/Q signal processing received
by the RUs using the GNU Radio software on a
COSMOS edge server. We used a USRP B205-mini
SDR as a UE that transmits a continuous wave tone
at 900 MHz carrier frequency. The RUs stream the
received I/Q samples to the edge cloud server, and
the received signal strength is measured at 0.1 ms
intervals. A switching and HO event is triggered if
the received signal strength becomes lower than
a threshold (–57 dBm), and the dynamic capacity
is switched from the source RU to the target RU
(more details can be found in [13]).
We performed measurements of the HO time
(i.e., the duration between the triggering and
completion of the HO event) and downtime (i.e.,
duration in which no RU is connected to the edge
cloud). A total number of 29 trials were conducted for the hard HO and soft HO schemes using
10 Gb/s optical links between the edge cloud
and USRPs. We also conducted experiments with
1 Gb/s optical links, where the HO conditions
were emulated in software. Our experimental
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(a)
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FIGURE 6. a) Illustration of the C-RAN handover (HO) scheme at the COSMOS Pilot deployment site, where a vehicle taking a turn at

an intersection is served by two radio units (RUs) through dynamic optical switching and wavelength assignment; b) the signaling
flows of the two HO modes: hard HO (“break before make”) and soft HO (“make before break”); c) setup of the C-RAN HO
experiment in the COSMOS testbed, where the user equipment moves between two RUs and invokes HO based on the HO signaling flows shown in a).
results showed that the average switching time
for hard HO is 0.96/1.83 s (standard deviation:
0.15/0.24 s) with 1/10 Gb/s links, respectively,
where the corresponding downtime is 0.91/1.65
s (standard deviation: 0.15/0.32 s). Similarly, the
average switching time for soft HO is 0.72/1.61 s
(standard deviation: 0.08/0.21 s) with 1/10 Gb/s
links, respectively, with zero downtime. The HO
switching time is limited by the time it takes for
the optical transceivers to establish the link connections, which is on the order of seconds [14].
These results were confirmed by WireShark-based
measurements of the optical link recovery time.
The time difference between 1 Gb/s and 10 Gb/s
is due to the fact that the 1 Gb/s links are fixed
rate with no rate negotiation phase during link
establishment. We note that the long HO times
can be reduced by using burst-mode transceivers,
and we will also consider optical switching using
the ROADM units in future work.
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Conclusions
In this article, we present the design and deployment of an open access optical-wireless network
research platform as the key technological component of the PAWR COSMOS testbed. COSMOS’ programmable optical infrastructure consists
of open and whitebox optical space switches,
ROADM units, and a dark fiber network, orchestrated by an SDN control plane, allowing for the
configuration of a variety of network topologies
in the optical physical layer. We also present the
use case of the SDN controller for network monitoring and automated data collected, as well as a
pilot experiment on wireless handover supported
by optical switching. Together with the radio and
compute resources available in the testbed, COSMOS’ optical network can support a broad range
of C-RAN and convergent optical-wireless experiments in a real metropolitan setting.
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